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Prototype studies on the forward MWDC tracking array of the

external target experiment at HIRFL-CSR *
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Abstract: A prototype of the forward tracking array consisting of three multiwire drift chambers (MWDC) for

the external target experiment (CEE) at the Heavy Ion Research Facility at the Lanzhou -Cooling Storage Ring

(HIRFL-CSR) has been assembled and tested using cosmic rays. The signals from the anode wires are amplified

and fed to a Flash-ADC to deliver the drift time and charge integration. The performances of the array prototype

are investigated under various high voltages. For the tracking performances, after the space-time relation (STR)

calibration and the detector displacement correction, the standard deviation of 223 µm of the residue is obtained.

The performances of the forward MWDCs tracking array meets the requirements of CEE in design.
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1 Introduction

The phase diagram of strongly interacting matter is
one of the scientific motivations for intermediate and
high energy heavy ion collisions. In the region of low
temperature and high net baryon density, the nuclear
equation of state (EOS) is the key point to understand
the phase diagram as well as the properties of stellar
objects, the statical properties of nucleus and the colli-
sion dynamics [1]. The density dependence of the isovec-
tor part of the nuclear EOS, namely the symmetry en-
ergy, is one of the most unknown ingredients of the nu-
clear EOS, although great efforts have been made dur-
ing the last decade both experimentally and theoreti-
cally [2]. Recently, the charged pion data published by
FOPI collaboration [3] have been used to constrain the
symmetry energy at suprasaturation densities within the
framework of transport models, for which controversial
conclusions on the stiffness of the symmetry energy are
made [4–6]. Later a symmetry energy with different but
moderate stiffness has been extracted from the differ-
ential elliptical flow of neutrons and hydrogen isotopes
in Au+Au collisions [7]. Clearly more experimental and

theoretical studies are necessary to arrive at a convincing
conclusion. Recently, several modern worldwide exper-
iments have been proposed to resolve the high density
Esym(ρ), including the differential nucleon elliptic flow
with ANSYS-EOS [8], SAMURAI-TPC experiment [9]
and the LAMPS experiment on RAON [10]. For a re-
view, we refer to Ref. [11].

The Heavy Ion Research Facility at the Lanzhou,
Cooling Storage Ring (HIRFL-CSR), started running re-
cently and delivers heavy-ion beams up to 1 GeV/u. As
demonstrated in Ref. [12], heavy ion collisions in this
energy regime are favored for discriminating the effect
of symmetry energy because the degree of isospin frac-
tionation is large. While many detector researches and
developments are ongoing for the physics programs at
CSR [13–21], a CSR external target experiment (CEE)
has also been proposed for the experimental studies on
the asymmetric nuclear equation of state [22, 23].

The observables proposed for constraining the sym-
metry energy include charged pion ratio and t/3He yield
ratio, thus charged particle tracking is essential on CEE.
Drift chambers have been widely used for charge par-
ticle tracking at many worldwide high energy experi-
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ments since its advent [24, 25] for their great advantages
in low cost, large volume (size) and high performance.
For instance, the BEjing Spectrometer (BES) at BEPC
adopts a large volume main drift chamber with a track-
ing residue of better than 120 µm in beam test [26–28].
Two types of drift chambers are also applied in the design
of CEE, a time projection chamber (TPC) and 6-planar
multiwire drift chambers (MWDC), as shown in Fig. 1.
The TPC is placed in a dipole with large acceptance for
tracking the charged particles in midrapidity. Outside
the TPC is a layer of multi-layer resistive plate counter
(MRPC) to provide the time of flight (TOF) measure-
ment. For the forward angle below 15◦ in laboratory
reference, two arms of tracking array, each consisting of
three pieces of planar MWDCs and one layer of MRPC,
are installed in the downstream side of the dipole mag-
net to detect the charged particle tracks at large rapidity.
A neutron wall is installed at zero degree to detect the
neutrons produced in the reaction and offers a centrality
selection.

Fig. 1. (color online) The concept design of the
CSR external target experiment (CEE).

In this paper, the first result of testing a prototype
of the MWDC tracking system is reported. Section 2
presents the structural parameters of the prototype and
the experimental setup. The calibration procedure and
the main results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 is
the outlook and summary.

2 Experimental setup

The prototype of the MWDC tracking system con-
sists of three MWDCs installed in parallel between two
scintillators, which provide the trigger for the cosmic ray
event. The sensitive area of the chamber is 8 cm×8cm.
The distance between the upper and middle chamber
is 106 mm, while the middle-lower chamber distance is
86 mm. Each chamber has three sense layers called X, U
and V respectively. Fig. 2 shows the layout and structure
of the drift chamber in one direction (X-layer).

The X-layer is parallel to one side of the chamber,
while the U-layer and V-layer are rotated with respect
to the normal direction of the chamber plane by 30◦ and
−30◦, respectively. Only one layer of wires is used in

each chamber in the current test. The U-layer and V-
layer have the same structure. Each layer has a sense
wire plane, extended in two parallel field wire planes.
The distance between the two field wire planes is 10 mm
and the inter field wire distance is 2 mm. On the sense
wire plane, the sense wire and the field wire are stretched
equidistantly next to each other. Thus around each sense
wire, a drift cell of 10 mm×10 mm is formed by 12 field
wires. A negative high voltage is fed on the field wires
while the signals are extracted from the sense wire. The
distance between two neighboring sense wires is 10 mm.
The diameters of the field wire and the sense wire are
100 µm and 20 µm, respectively. The chambers are op-
erated with a mixture of Ar(90%) and CO2(10%) as the
working gas at a flow of 40 mL/min. The signal from
each sense wire is pre-amplified and then delivered to
Flash-ADC for timing and charge integration. In the cos-
mic ray test, the start-trigger signal of the Flash-ADC is
produced by the coincidence of the two scintillators.

Fig. 2. (color online) Layout and structure of pro-
totype (X-layer). This figure is not plotted in
scale.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Pulse processing: timing and charge inte-
gration

The signal from the sense wire is firstly amplified by a
pre-amplifier, which is designed specifically for the drift
chamber. The amplified signal is then delivered to a
250 MHz, 12 bit Flash-ADC module (CAEN V1720).
The waveform is acquired and stored to disk without
further online analysis. Then the pulse processing will
be done offline to deduce the arrival time and the charge
integration. During each trigger window, in total 128
sample points are acquired by the Flash-ADC module,
and the interval between every sample point is 4 ns.
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Figure 3 shows a typical waveform of the signal. The
rising time and falling time are about 30 ns and 80 ns
respectively. Considering the fast leading edge of the
pulse, the arrival time of the pulse is determined by lin-
ear fitting of the leading edge. The fitting function has
a form of A=kt+b, then the arrivial time is determined
by:

t=−b/k. (1)

The charge integration is done by adding the amplitude
value of each sample point ai directly. That is:

Q=
∑

i

ai. (2)

Fig. 3. (color online) A typical pulse from wire in-
duced by a cosmic ray. The arrival time is deter-
mined by linear fitting of the leading edge, while
energy loss is determined by integration of the
pulse.

3.2 Determination of zero point of drift time
distribution

We firstly investigate the feature of the inclusive drift
distribution. Fig. 4(a) shows the amplitude-time scatter-
ing plot for one wire at 1700 V. Because of the method
we used for timing, there is no correlation between am-
plitude and arrival time. Fig. 4(b) shows the amplitude
distribution for a wire. The main peak of the distribu-
tion is contributed by the electrons drift from the main
region of the cell, while the small amplitude events which
have long drift time are due to the electrons drifting from
the corner of the cell. Fig. 4(c) shows the drift time dis-
tribution of a cell. It is shown that there are roughly two
components on the drift time distribution in accordance
with the amplitude distribution. The main peak with a
smaller drift time exhibits both left and right sharp edges
corresponding to the events which leaves ionization in the
main drift volume, while the tail with a larger drift time
corresponds to the ionization that has taken place in the
corner of the cell.

According to the method proposed in Ref. [29], the
time distribution characterized by a sharp leading edge

can be fitted with a function of:

N =B+A
e−t/τ1

1+e(t−T0)/τ2

, (3)

where T0 is the zero point of the drift time distribution,
which is the maximum point of the first derivative of the
distribution. Then the real drift time Td of each pulse
for each wire can be derived by:

Td=t−T0. (4)

Fig. 4. (color online) (a) Amplitude-time scatter-
ing plot for one wire at 1700 V. (b) The amplitude
distribution for a wire. (c) The drift time distri-
bution for a wire and the fitting of the zero point.

3.3 Space-time relation (STR) and self-tracking

Before reconstructing the track of a cosmic ray, the
space-time relation (STR) in a drift chamber has to be
mapped to derive the ionization position left by the cos-
mic ray passing through. However, the STR cannot be
obtained from direct measurement, so in the first run
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of track reconstruction, the STR is initialized by the
GARFIELD++ calculation [30]. After giving the pa-
rameters of the chamber, such as wires geometry, spec-
ifications of gas and electric field, the drift time of an
electron can be obtained by the program. Since the
GARFIELD++ program approximately computes the
space-time relation, an iterative calibration procedure is
needed, as adopted in Ref. [31].

The calibration is done by a self-tracking procedure.
The drift distance di is used in the track reconstruction,
while dfit

i is defined as the drift distance calculated from
the fitted track. Then the χ2 of fitting for a track can be
defined as:

χ2=
∑

i

(di−dfit
i )2. (5)

The fitting procedure is just finding a track which can
minimize χ2. Then the fitting residue ri = di−dfit

i is
accumulated as a function of the drift time.

Figure 5 shows the profile value of the residue as a
function of the drift time before and after the STR cali-
bration. It is evident that before STR calibration, there
is deviation at a long drift time region. Then this devi-
ation is fitted using a 5th order polynomial, and added
to the original STR calculated by GARFIELD++. Af-
ter an iterative process, the new STR is obtained and
the profile value of residue converges to the zero point in
the whole drift time region. Fig. 6 shows the final STR
compared with the experiment data.

Fig. 5. (color online) The profile value of residue
as a function of drift time before (a) and after (b)
STR calibration.

Fig. 6. (color online) Final STR after calibration,
compared with the experimental data.

3.4 Horizontal displacement correction

Due to the random error in assembling the chambers,
the relative displacement among different sense planes
appears and may cause a system error in the track re-
construction result. So correction of the displacement be-
tween each chamber is necessary. For this, the horizontal
coordinates of upper and lower chambers are adjusted in
a certain interval with a step smaller than the required
precision. For every adjusted displacement value, the
track reconstruction procedure is done with calibrated
STR. The residue distribution is fitted using a dual Gaus-
sian function, as proposed in Ref. [27] and the standard
deviation of the residue is evaluated as:

σ=

√

N1σ1+N2σ2

N1+N2

, (6)

where Ni and σi represent the net peak area and the stan-
dard deviation of each Gauss peak respectively. Fig. 7
shows the distribution of residue after correction at

Fig. 7. (color online) Residue distribution after
displacement correction and STR calibration at
1680 V.
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Fig. 8. (color online) Spatial resolution at different
operating high voltages.

1680 V. The non-Gaussian tail in the residue distribution
is due to the electrons which drift from the corner of the
cell where the electric field has a distortion, so a non-
isochronic behavior arises. While the correction value
corresponds to the minimum value of σ, which is consid-
ered as the well-done displacement correction, and σ is
treated as the spatial resolution of the chamber array.

3.5 Tracking resolution

After the horizontal displacement correction and
STR calibration, the tracking procedure is finalized and

the track residue is recalculated. the test was made by
setting different voltages varying from 1620 V to 1700 V.
The data analysis procedure keeps the same for all data
analysis.

The spatial resolution as a function of the high volt-
age is shown in Fig. 8. It is shown that the residue is im-
proved by about 15% if the voltage increases from 1620 V
to 1680 V, at which the residue is about 223 µm. Above
1680 V, the improvement of the resolution is gradually
saturated, meanwhile, the shape of the original signal
from the wire starts to show distortion if the high volt-
age keeps increasing. At 1680 V, the track resolution can
meet the requirement of the CEE experiment.

4 Summary

In summary, a prototype of the MWDC tracking
array for the HIRFL-CSR external target experiment
(CEE) is constructed and tested using cosmic rays. By
careful STR calibration and horizontal displacement cor-
rection, the tracking residue distribution is measured at
various high voltages. It is found that the resolution is
improved largely with increasing the high voltage. At
typical working voltage 1680 V, the standard deviation
of the tracking residue of about 223 µm is achieved. The
performance matches the requirement of the design of
CEE.
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